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A university encompasses diverse cultures. Research and education in
various disciplines generate autonomous collections which reflect unique
cultural backgrounds of each academic field. A university museum is a
place where these collections meet. Practices in museums —exhibitions,
conservation, research, learning and so on— further reveal the cultural
backgrounds of collections. Museums also gather and connect the members
of communities surrounding the university ―students, faculties, researchers,
alumni/ae, visitors―, and get them together through the discussion on
collections.
In this two-day seminar, we will explore the power of university museums
which trigger interchanges of people and knowledge from different cultures,
through a keynote panel, paper presentations and a poster session. We also
offer visits to university museums and collections in Tokyo.
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Introduction
and
Welcome

As the Director of Keio University Art Center (KUAC),

join the Poster Session and the Standard Sessions

I am honoured and delighted to welcome you to

to create stimulating discussion on various topics. I

the UMAC Tokyo Seminar 2019. This is the very first

hope that you will find the conference and your stay

UMAC event held in Tokyo hosted jointly by KUAC,

in Tokyo both valuable and enjoyable.

the only museum-equivalent establishment of our
university, and Keio Museum Commons (KeMCo),
our new institution. I would like to express my
sincere appreciation to ICOM and UMAC for their
support in making this conference possible. The
general theme of our conference is “University
Museums as Cultural Commons” focusing on the
role of university museums in research, education

Masato Naito

and society. We have invited keynote speakers

Director, Keio University Art Center

who conduct advanced research and practice in
object-based learning. The special panel organised
by KeMCo has invited professors from the fields
of Humanities, Science and Technology as well
as Architecture to promote a trans-disciplinary
discussion on museums and commons. Speakers
from 14 different countries around the world will
4

Masato Naito is Professor in the Department of Aesthetics and
Science of Arts, Faculty of Letters, Keio University and Director of
Keio University Art Center. He received a Ph.D. in Aesthetics from
Keio University and specialises in the history of Japanese painting
and prints in the Edo period. He has published widely on ukiyo-e and
Rimpa paintings, including Ukiyo and Ukiyo-e (Tokyo University Press,
2017) and RIMPA ART from the Idemitsu Collection, Tokyo (British
Museum Press, 1998). He is currently a board member of ICOM
National Committee of Japan.

As the Director of Keio Museum Commons, it is my

provide us with new insights and possibilities that

pleasure and honour to welcome delegates from

contribute to our concept of museum commons.

universities and research institutions throughout

The conference will be an opportunity for us to learn

the world, for the UMAC Tokyo Seminar 2019

from the activities of other universities and share

conference. KeMCo is founded only this April and

our fledging ideas with participants. I am therefore

we are currently busy with the preparations for the

especially grateful to the steering committee

opening of our new building scheduled for next

of UMAC and ICOM for allowing us to host the

March, as well as with the planning of exhibitions

conference at Keio University. I hope the two days at

and educational programmes for the next year.

Mita campus will be a fruitful occasion for everyone

The idea of ‘museum commons’ itself is a new

involved in this conference.

one; although a number of universities in Japan
have ‘learning or study commons,’ we are the only

Takami Matsuda

university with the ‘museum commons’ in which

Director, Keio Museum Commons

education is intimately linked with artistic and
cultural activities of the museum.
In this respect, it is especially appropriate as well as
fortunate for us to be able to host, together with Keio
University Art Center, the UMAC Tokyo Seminar this
year; not only are we able to welcome specialists
from all over the world, the occasion will certainly

Takami Matsuda is Professor in the Department of English and
American Literature, Faculty of Letters, Keio University and the
Director of Keio Museum Commons. He received a Ph.D. in English
from the University of York and specializes in medieval English
literature and book history, with several publications in English and
Japanese including Death and Purgatory in Middle English Didactic
Poetry (1997), Visual Reading (2010), and The Canterbury Tales (2019).
He is currently the president of Japan Society for Medieval European
Studies.
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Programme

9

September

8.45

Registration / Coffee [North Building, Entrance / Foyer]

9.15

Welcome / Opening Address [North Building, Conference Hall]

9.20

Keynote Panel: 'The Power of Objects: Practices and Prospects of Object-Based Learning'
Yohko Watanabe (Keio University Art Center / Keio Museum Commons)
Andrew Simpson (Department of Ancient History, Macquarie University)
Judy Willcocks (Central Saint Martins, London University of the Arts)
Kathryn Eccles (Oxford Internet Institute, University of Oxford)
Moderator: Yu Homma (Keio Museum Commons)

11.30

Lunch Break

13.00

Session 1: Case Studies (Poster Session: 3-minute talk) [North Building, Conference Hall]
Moderators: Yu Homma (Keio Museum Commons) and Kayoko Ichikawa (Keio University Art Center)
Step by Step: From Research to Education and Public Engagement in a University Museum:A Project at MSA, University of Padova, Italy

		Alessandra Menegazzi, Paola Zanovello (University of Padova)
Ukiyoe Art Meets Natural History: Example of Hiroshige's One Hundred Famous Views of Edo (Meisho Edo Hyakkei)
		Hiroshi Kitazato, Yuri Oki (Tokyo University of Marine Science and Technology), Yu Homma (Keio Museum Commons)
The Exploration and Practice of “Museum+” Mode in Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University Museum
		Tingting Zhao (Xi'an Jiaotong-Liverpool University)
Treasures from the Century Cultural Foundation: University Collection, Exhibition and Cross-Disciplinary Research
		Fumi Matsuya (Keio Museum Commons)
Bringing Life to Museum Collections: The Case of the University Art Museum, Tokyo University of the Arts
		Miho Kirishima (The University Art Museum, Tokyo University of the Arts)
Exhibition as a Result of Cooperation of Different Stakeholders: A Case Study of the Smoluchowski Biographical Exhibition
		Maciej Kluza, Maria Pawłowska (Jagiellonian University Museum)
New Challenge of the Museum in Tokyo Tech, a Science and Engineering University
		Sayuri Tanabashi (Museum and Archives, Tokyo Institute of Technology)
Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul Museum (UFRGS Museum)
		Eliane Muratore, X.Z. L.K. Fagundes (Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul)
How to Return to the University: Cooperation Experience of University Museums and Endowment Fund (Case of Perm University)
		Maria Romashova, Ksenia Punina (Perm State University)
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13.45

Special Panel: ‘What We Think About Museum and Commons’ [North Building, Conference Hall]
Yoshiharu Tsukamoto (Tokyo Institute of Technology / Atelier Bow-Wow)
Takami Matsuda (Keio University, Faculty of Letters / Keio Museum Commons)
Hiroshi Shigeno (Keio University, Faculty of Science and Technology)
Moderator: Yohko Watanabe (Keio University Art Center / Keio Museum Commons)

14.45

Coffee Break [East Research Building, 5F Seminar Room]
[East Research Building, 6F
Global Research Lab (G-Lab)]

15.30

Session 2: Citizens and University Museum

[East Research Building, 8F Hall]
Session 3: Interdisciplinary Approach

Moderator: M. William Steele (Professor Emeritus, International Chris-

Moderator: Kayoko Ichikawa (Keio University Art Center)

"Dinosaurs: Giants from Argentina": An Exhibition as Meeting
Point Between the University and the Municipality of Padova (Italy)
Mariagabriella Fornasiero, Letizia Del Favero

Performing Arts, Performing Art: Bringing Teater into the University
Art Gallery
Sefy Hendler, Sharon Aronson-Lehavi (Tel Aviv University)

tian University)

(Padova University Museums)

Developing University Collections Curatorial Approach
Patrizia Luzi (University of Florence)

Connecting Collections, Citizen Science, Education and Conservation
Koskela Tanja, Vuorinen Pirjo, Timonen Jonna

The Stations of a Nation Project
Gerry Torres (Center for Campus Art of the De La Salle-College

(University of Jyväskylä, Open Science Centre / Museum)

Barrio Museo, University Museum and Community
Gustavo A. Oritz Serrano

of Saint Benilde Manila)

Critical Collage: University Art Galleries, Collections and Arts Based
Inquiry Across Academic Disciplines
Laurie Dalton (Acadia University Art Gallery)

(Museum of Contemporary Art Bogotá)

Rural Outreach as a Mandate for State-Sponsored University
Museums: Building Global Awareness through Technology and
Empathy
Rachel M. Straughn-Navarro
(Spencer Museum of Art, University of Kansas)

Session 4: University Museum Ethics

17.15

Session 5: Student Engagement

Moderator: Andrew Simpson (Honorary Fellow, Macquarie University)

Moderator: Miyuki Otaka (Adjunct Associate Professor, Open University of Japan)

Melting Pot or Cauldron? Addressing Race Relations in American
Art Museums Today
Jill Deupi, Billie Grace Lynn (University of Miami)

Putting Out the Welcome Mat: Innovative Student Engagement at
the University Museum
Jill Hartz (Jordan Schnitzer Museum of Art, University of Oregon)
Barbara Rothermel (Daura Gallery, University of Lynchburg)
John Wetenhall (George Washington University Museum and

The Universidad del Rosario Museum: A Living and Virtual Museum,
a Collection Accessible to All
Margarita Guzmán Bejarano (Museum of the Rosario University)

the Textile Museum)

The Post-Colonial Legacy in University Museums: Addressing the
Spoils of Slavery at the University of Glasgow
Steph C. Scholten (The Hunterian, University of Glasgow)
Collection Legacies: Celebrating, Critiquing and Stimulating
Global Thinking
Celka Straughn, Saralyn Reece Hardy
(Spencer Museum of Art, University of Kansas)
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10
9.00

September

Registration / Coffee [East Research Building, 8F Hall / 5F Seminar Room]

[East Research Building, 6F
Global Research Lab (G-Lab)]

9.45

[East Research Building, 8F Hall]

Session 6: Future of University Museums

Session 7: Object, Display, and Study Guide

Moderator: Steph C. Scholten (Director, The Hunterian, University of

Moderator: Yohko Watanabe (Keio University Art Center)

Present and Future of the Scientific Collections at University Museums
in Poland
Ewa Wyka (Institute for History of Science of the Polish

Arranging Spaces of Relation(s): What Can Objects Do?
Lauren O'Neal (Lamont Gallery, Phillips Exeter Academy)

Glasgow)

Academy of Sciences / Jagiellonian University Museum)

University is a Museum
Lidia A. Lozovaya (Tomsk Polytechnic University)
Should the University Museums Be Only Museums?
Hugues Dreysse (University of Strasbourg)

Museum Display and Cultural Politics: Experimental Art Exhibition
to Reexamine Museum Politics and Cultural Equality
Shikoh Shiraiwa (University of Helsinki)
Compartmentalization as an Effective Tool in Creating Study Guides
for Exhibitions
Veronica C. Fuentes (Fundacion Sansó Inc.)

11.00

Closure / Lunch

13.00

Guided Tours: Visits to University Museums in Tokyo
[Course A: Visiting University Museums]
Historical Buildings of Meiji Gakuin University and Meiji Gakuin Historical Museum /
Waseda University Aizu Museum / Meiji University Museum
[Course B: Visiting Science Museums of Universities]
Oishi Fossils Gallery of Mizuta Memorial Museum, Josai University / Intermediatheque (IMT) /
Museum of Marine Science, Tokyo University of Marine Science and Technology
[Course C: Visiting Cultural Institutions in Minato Area]
Sengakuji temple / Ajinomoto Foundation For Dietary Culture / NHK Museum of Broadcasting

18.00

8

Closing Reception (SHIBAURA HOUSE) [Doors open at 17:30]

Keynote
Panel

The Power of Objects:

Practices and Prospects of Object-Based Learning

9

Yohko
Watanabe
Communication through Objects

We are standing at the gateway of object-based

useful for learning, but also opens the way

learning (OBL) in Japan. It must be said that the

for interdisciplinary research at universities.

practice of education using museum materials

K e i o Un i v e r s i t y i s c u r r e n t l y p r e p a r i n g a

is very few in Japanese universities. This is true

new organization, Keio Museum Commons

not only at universities but also at high schools

(KeMCo), and from this perspective, KeMCo

and for younger generations, and there are

aims to make OBL the core of its education

few opportunities to visit museums as part of

using the universit y ’s academic resources,

education. In this situation, we expect that the

as well as to function as a place for open

OBL will be able to open up new possibilities.

and interdis ciplinar y res earch prac tic es .

The first possibility is the creation of educational
opportunities for the students to meet open
questions, which are often lacking in Japanese
education. The second possibility is the viewing
of ar tworks and museum materials from a
perspective different from the ordinary context
such as art history and archaeology. It is also
about knowing one’s background through
direct encounters with objects. Recognizing
the diversity of people and their approaches to
objects in this way means that objects function as
communication tools.
Fur thermore , the OBL concept is not only

Yohko Watanabe is a Professor and Curator at Keio University Art Center and the Vice Director of Keio Museum Commons. She has worked as a
curator at Tokyo Metropolitan Art Museum and Museum of Contemporary Art, Tokyo for 18 years in the past. Since 2006, in addition to organising
events and curating exhibitions, she has been involved in an archive project at Keio University Art Center. In 2016, she was awarded a Tate Research
Centre: Asia Visiting Fellowship to conduct a research project in London. Her current research interest is exhibition histories.
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Andrew
Simpson
Object-Based Learning;
Past Paradigms and Manifold Modalities
The historic and philosophical basis of object-based

context providing links between past and present,

learning is examined. It is a practice with a deep

they stimulate curiosity, deepen understanding

history in higher education. Objects have always

and improve knowledge retention. Furthermore,

been closely associated with knowledge acqui-

the development of new digital technologies

sition. It is therefore natural for knowledge-based

transgresses disciplinary divides and cuts across

organisations to collect and utilize objects and

multiple pedagogies. This means that many non-

specimens to generate and transmit knowledge, a

traditional users of objects can now effectively

scholarly tradition that stretches back to antiquity.

employ them in their teaching.

Objects have a dual character, or contradictory

A recent object-based learning project that

nature. They are definitive, observable, readily

developed a model for comprehensively mapping

described and immutable; yet they also lack

universit y museum collection objects with

fixity, are readily re-contex tualised, multiply

academic units (individual course component

reinterpreted and ascribed variable values in their

offerings) of study across campus and in primary

engagement with our ever changing knowledge

and s e c ondar y s cho ols through mus eum

systems. The tension between object and context

outreach programs is outlined. In doing this,

makes them effective mediators of meaning.

barriers between the learning and teaching

Through the engagement of multiple senses,

community and the university collections are

object-based learning draws on embodied

removed.

and experiential pedagogies to make meaning
through constructivism.
Objects have the potential to awaken new ways
of knowing, seeing and engaging. They carry

Andrew Simpson has worked as a university museum curator, educator and researcher in Australia’s higher education sector. His
research has led to the development and adoption of policies and procedures for university museums and collections at a number of
Australian universities. He introduced and developed Australia's first undergraduate degree program in Museum Studies followed by named
postgraduate degree programs. He is an Honorary Fellow at the Department of Ancient History at Macquarie University with research
interests in university museums, natural history and science. He is currently on the Board of UMAC and editor of the UMAC Journal.
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Judy
Willcocks
Object-Led Wellbeing:
Mobilising Museum Collections for Social Good
There is a worldwide crisis in mental and physical

(such as handling sessions) and creative activities

wellbeing, driven by aging populations, social

in helping to combat social isolation and poor

isolation and an increased dependency on drugs

mental health. As Head of a museum based in an

and alcohol. There is also a growing evidence

art school, I will also begin to explore what art

base to suggest that engaging with culture and

and design pedagogic practices can contribute.

the arts and taking part in creative activities can

From reducing loneliness and promoting a sense

counteract some of the issues associated with

of calm to improving self-esteem and emotional

poor mental health.

intelligence, museums (and museums in art

This presentation will discuss what museums

schools) have a lot to offer.

can of fer in a wellbeing contex t through an
exploration of the Museum & Study Collection’s
recent ventures in social prescribing. The idea of
social prescribing, or non-medical, communitybased interventions with intended health benefits,
has been gaining traction in the UK, resulting
in a commitment from NHS England to include
socially prescribed activities as part of their
portfolio of care.
I will present some of the evidence that supports
the efficacy of museum-based cultural engagements

Judy Willcocks is an Associate of the Museums Association with more than twenty years’ experience of working in museums. She has a
long-standing interest in developing the use of museum collections to support teaching and learning in higher education and works with
a broad range of undergraduate and postgraduate students as well as supervising PhDs. Judy is also interested in developing relationships
between universities and museums and is the co-founder for the Arts Council funded Share Academy project, exploring the possibilities of
cross-sector partnerships. Her current research focuses on what museums can offer in a wellbeing context.
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Kathryn
Eccles
University Museums and Digital Cabinets:
A Mobile Cultural Commons for Objects and Learning
Digital technologies are revolutionising the

www.cabinet.ox .ac.uk). It has also scooped

accessibility of museum collections, opening up

four teaching project awards and a teaching

increased opportunities for learning with objects

excellence award for staff who have used the

across the lifespan. The Cabinet project, at the

platform with their students.

University of Oxford, is using new technologies to

Teaching with digital objects creates challenges

open up collections for use in teaching at Oxford

and untold opportunities for transforming practice

and beyond, by providing an accessible digital

both within and outside the lecture hall, classroom,

environment with tools for interactive study and

tutorial and handling session. This talk will discuss

revision. Bringing together specialists from the

how Cabinet has dealt with some of these

University and the Museums, the Cabinet project

challenges and opportunities, and will preview a

has facilitated and fostered object-based teaching

new tool for teaching within the museum using

by enabling museum objects to be integrated into

machine learning and augmented reality (AR).

the traditionally text-based curriculum alongside
a range of additional digital media. Launched in
2016, Cabinet has progressed from pilot project to
a valued university service in under three years.
It has received an OxTalent award for innovation,
been written into the university’s digital strategy
for Gardens, Libraries and Museums, and now
sits on a top-level university domain (http://

Kathryn Eccles is based at the University of Oxford where she is a Research Fellow in Digital Humanities at the Oxford Internet Institute,
Senior Research Fellow at Pembroke College, Oxford, Associate Faculty in the Faculty of History, Research Affiliate at the Pitt Rivers Museum,
and a Knowledge Exchange Fellow at The Oxford Research Centre in the Humanities (TORCH). Her research interests lie primarily in the
Digital Humanities, ranging from the re-organisation of cultural heritage and higher education in the digital world and the impact of new
technologies on Humanities scholarship and scholarly communication, to broader debates surrounding the human and social aspects of
innovation and technological change. Her current work focuses on the ways in which museums and cultural heritage organisations can
implement new tools and technologies to understand and enhance visitor engagement, and to better understand how visitors engage with
collections.
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Poster and
Standard Sessions

14

Session 1

Case Studies (Poster Session)

STEP BY STEP: FROM RESEARCH TO EDUCATION AND PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
IN A UNIVERSITY MUSEUM: A PROJECT AT MSA, UNIVERSITY OF PADOVA, ITALY
Alessandra Menegazzia, Paola Zanovellob
a

University of Padova, Museum of Archaeological Sciences and Art, Padova, Italy
University of Padova, Department of Cultural Heritage, Padova, Italy
alessandra.menegazzi@unipd.it
b

Keywords: Pan flute, technological innovation, cooperation, engagement

Among its collections from Egypt, the Museum of

beyond the academic walls and presented the results

Archaeological Sciences and Art (MSA) holds an

to the general public through local stakeholders. The

ancient Pan flute documented by very few specimens

municipality of Padova is now funding some free-

in the world. It dates between the 6th and 8th

of-charge educational workshops on ancient music

centuries A.D. Since the object is quite rare and very

and archaeology for school children aged 8-14 at the

fragile it could not be managed or played anymore.

Museum.

Thanks to a research project funded by the University
of Padova, it has been possible to virtually rebuild the
flute and its sound through a multimedia installation
at the museum. The virtual presentation has not
replaced the original instrument but has strongly
contributed to create interactions between real
objects and public. The project was carried out by
two University Departments together with the MSA.
The two Departments were: Information EngineeringCentre of Computational Sonology and Cultural
Heritage, with several research groups (archaeology,
archaeometry, music and informatics). Alongside
the University researchers, the project involved
undergraduate, postgraduate and PhD students both
in research and in curatorial activities, communication
or simply assistance to the museum public. After
the end of the project the Museum considered to go

Alessandra Menegazzi
Curator of the Museum of Archaeological Sciences and
Art at University of Padova. Her main research interests
are museology and history of collecting and her areas of
expertise are plaster cast collections.
Paola Zanovello
Professor of Classical Archaeology at University of Padova,
Department of Cultural Heritage. She coordinated the
interdisciplinary research on Pan flute in collaboration
with sound engineers and ancient music specialists. Her
main research interests are archaeology of Roman Empire
Provinces and her areas of expertise are water supplies and
aqueducts.
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UKIYOE ART MEETS NATURAL HISTORY: EXAMPLE OF HIROSHIGE’S ONE
HUNDRED FAMOUS VIEWS OF EDO (MEISHO EDO HYAKKEI)
Hiroshi Kitazatoa, Yuri Okia, Yu Hommab
a

Tokyo University of Marine Science and Technology, Tokyo, Japan
Keio Museum Commons, Tokyo, Japan
hkitaz0@kaiyodai.ac.jp
b

Keywords: Ukiyoe Art, Hiroshige Utagawa, Edo Bay, waterfront, coastal landscapes of ecotone, eco-DRR

The Japanese Islands are surrounded by the seas

at the same ukiyoe art from different viewpoints.

where rich coastal ecosystems are developed. Coastal

However, ukiyoe art are normally stored, exhibited and

peoples receive benefits from surrounding oceans. The

researched in art museums. Collaborations between

oceans, on the other side, frequently have given big

art and marine science museums should enhance the

disastrous events. We should know more about coastal

creation of trans-disciplinary viewpoints for ukiyoe

oceans and its linkage with human lives.

art. Thus we collaborate in the Cultural Narrative of a

Recently we had a chance to watch series of ukiyoe

City Project led by Keio University Art Center, which

art. We are very surprised that coastal ecosystems

connects various museums in Minato Ward, Tokyo.

along the ancient Tokyo (=Edo) Bay were precisely
drawn in ukiyoe art, in particular to that of Hiroshige
Utagawa. Hiroshige prefered to draw coastal scenary
of Fukagawa, Shibaura and Shinagawa areas in his
ukiyoe art, such as “One hundred famous views of
Edo.” He also drew seasonal scenary such as snow
fall, cherry blossom in spring and coloring leaves
at autumn in his ukiyoe. Ukiyoe art not only shows
nice wood carving art, but also good records of

Hiroshi Kitazato and Yuri Oki

coastal landscapes and climate changes during this

Hiroshi Kitazato and Yuri Oki belong to Tokyo University of
Marine Science and Technology (TUMSAT) and work for
monitoring project in terms of ecosystem changes and
recovery after off Tohoku Earthquake and Tsunamis (TEAMS).
During work for the monitoring project, we encountered
ukiyoe art.

era, approximately 200 years ago. Ukiyoe may be an
excellent eyewitness of natural history.
As we have shown above, ukiyoe art contains a lot of
information of natural histories. Both artists and natural
history researchers should work together looking

Yu Homma
Yu Homma is a curator at Keio Museum Commons and Keio
University Art Center (KUAC). She holds M.A. in Art History
and teaches Digital Humanities at Keio. She has joined
several projects concerning archives, university museums
and digital humanities at KUAC and launched Cultural
Narrative of a City Project in 2016.
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THE EXPLORATION AND PRACTICE OF “MUSEUM+” MODE IN XI’AN JIAOTONGLIVERPOOL UNIVERSITY MUSEUM
Tingting Zhao
Xi'an Jiaotong-Liverpool University,
Suzhou Dushu Lake Science and Education Innovation District, Suzhou, China
tingting.zhao@xjtlu.edu.cn.
Keywords: university museum, “museum+” mode, cultural activities, cultural space

Following the concept of “the whole campus is a

can gain an in-depth understanding about Suzhou’s

museum”, Xi’an Jiaotong-Liverpool University (XJTLU)

cultural identity.

Museum is dedicated to striving to be a creative

In addition, XJTLU Museum sticks to develop cultural

platform for free dialogue, bringing different minds

space within the campus in order to promote university

together and initiating learning to inspire, educate and

history, multiple culture, interdisciplinary research or

enrich audiences’ understanding of diverse cultures.

students’ projects through display. In these places,

University museum is not only a museum. Thoughtfully

students also can enjoy their peace in learning,

created to reflect the museum’s values and key

participate in lectures, salons, or mini concerts. It

objectives, XJTLU Museum has rolled out the concept:

well connects various cultural activities on campus,

“Museum+” mode. The “+” stands for transcending

stimulating the communication between faculties,

a single mode of thinking about specific space

students, staff, visitors and local community.

constraints and seek positive connection with campus
culture, students and teachers, faculties and the locals.
X JTLU Museum has been presenting a series of
cultural activities called “Kai Tan Le” that invite
renowned artists, authors and scholars to give talks
on different aspects of Suzhou culture. The topics of
which are set around Suzhou’s traditional culture and
Suzhou’s craftsmen, writers, and scholars, ranging
from Wu School paintings, wood carving, the Suzhou
embroidery to the Kunqu opera, Pingtan, and garden
art. Most Suzhou’s cultural heritages have been
covered so that students from all over the world

Tingting Zhao
Research interests include digital marketing and university
museum brand; university museum cultural activities,
cultural space and cultural creative products.
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TREASURES FROM THE CENTURY CULTURAL FOUNDATION: UNIVERSITY
COLLECTION, EXHIBITION AND CROSS-DISCIPLINARY RESEARCH
Fumi Matsuya
Keio Museum Commons, Tokyo, Japan
fumi.matsuya@kemco.keio.ac.jp
Keywords: university museum, museology, art history, bibliography, biographies of Japanese painters, late Edo
era, 18th-19th centuries

Keio University Art Center, in collaboration with other

allowed me to obtain some valuable information of the

university collections, aims to share the cultural

original work now lost, which would have not been

assets of the university and relevant research through

possible without the expertise of Prof. Ichinohe. This

exhibitions. This presentation introduces the cross-

was a very fruitful case, in which new findings emerged

disciplinary research promoted by the exhibition co-

from the exchange of knowledge and opinions during

organized with Keio Institute of Oriental Classics

the collaborative preparation for the exhibition. Object-

(Shido Bunko). The exhibition entitled Treasures from

based study is thus effective in encouraging and

the Century Cultural Foundation: Books On Antiques in

improving cross-disciplinary research, which is one of

Pre-Modern Japan in 2016 was organized by Professor

the main goals of a university museum.

Wataru Ichinohe at Shido Bunko who specializes in
bibliographies. The exhibition introduced the activities
of antiquarians in Japan during the Edo period.
Among the most significant objects displayed were
the three volumes of the original manuscript of Eshi
Seimei Kanji Ruisho絵師姓名冠字類抄 (biographies
of Japanese painters) by Sugawara Tosai 菅原洞斎
(?-1821) exhibited for the very first time. As a historian
of Japanese art, I researched the content of the
manuscripts in relation to the numerous reproductions
of works by Tosai and other painters who served
the feudal lords of Akita Prefecture at Senshu Bunko
Museum. The comparison between their seal stamps
and descriptions with those of Eshi Seimei Kanji Ruisho
Fumi Matsuya
Fumi Matsuya is Senior Assistant Professor of Keio Museum
Commons who specializes in 16th-century Japanese ink
paintings. She is currently in charge of research and exhibit
of the collection from the Century Cultural Foundation.
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BRINGING LIFE TO MUSEUM COLLECTIONS: THE CASE OF THE UNIVERSITY
ART MUSEUM, TOKYO UNIVERSITY OF THE ARTS
Miho Kirishima
Assistant Curator, The University Art Museum, Tokyo University of the Arts, Tokyo, Japan
kirishima.miho@am.geidai.ac.jp

Keywords: accessible collections, university of the arts

Tokyo University of the Arts is the only comprehensive

possibilities that make use of the characteristics of the

national university of the ar ts in Japan, and its

art university.

predecessor, the Tokyo Fine Arts School, opened in
1887 in anticipation of developing human resources
in the art field to set the world standard of a civilized
countr y. For over 130 years, we have collected
masterpieces that students can use as reference for
their works, works of teachers as models, and works
of students as educational results. Today, about 400
works in our collection are used in a year. Students
observe and sometimes copy the works in order to
improve their skills and get ideas for their creation. In
addition, curators are actively researching collections,
and are making efforts to enhance the value of works
by holding collection exhibitions in various ways. In
order to promote exchanges with different departments
and show the research results widely outside the
university, the museum organizes the exhibitions which
involve each department. At the 130th anniversary
exhibition, we displayed works of various genres
and set up programs conducted by teachers in each
department and places to discuss future museum
use. In this presentation, I will share our activities and

Miho Kirishima
My research interests include the history of British
watercolor paintings and aesthetic exchanges between
Japan and Britain in the 19th century.
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EXHIBITION AS A RESULT OF COOPERATION OF DIFFERENT STAKEHOLDERS:
A CASE STUDY OF THE SMOLUCHOWSKI BIOGRAPHICAL EXHIBITION
Maciej Kluzaa, Maria Pawłowskab
a

Jagiellonian University Museum, Krakow, Poland
Faculty of Physics, Astronomy and Applied Computer Science, Krakow, Poland
maciej.kluza@uj.edu.pl
b

Keywords: exhibition, cooperation between museum and other stakeholders

The exhibition organized on the 100th anniversary of the

universities.

death of great Polish physicist Marian Smoluchowski

The museum exhibition, apart from boards, presented

(1872-1917) was a project coordinated by the Jagiellonian

documents, family memorabilia and experiments

University Museum, engaging several institutions and

illustrating life and scientific work of Smoluchowski. It

members of Smoluchowski family:

also became the basis for the travelling exhibition.
The managing of the project was challenging because

• The Faculty of Physics (university unit) was responsible

the interests and needs of many stakeholders had to

for the composition of printed materials, interactive

be recognized. Difficulties also arised due to lack of

experiments and translation of boards. Employees of

written agreement regarding the rights and duties of

the faculty also assisted visitors at the exhibition.

all parties. Neverthless, the exhibition was successful

• The Polish Physical Society (NGO), organized an exhi-

in refreshing memory about Marian Smoluchowski.

bition and a special session in the Polish Senate.
• The Senate of Poland (state administration) hosted
the board exhibition and passed a resolution commemorating Smoluchowski.
• The Polish Tatra Society (NGO) together with Tatras
Museum delivered objects documenting the mountainous activity of Smoluchowski.
• Members of the Smoluchowski family delivered documents, photographs and other objects. Meetings with
them provided more, often unpublished, information

Maciej Kluza
Maciej Kluza, Ph. D. Author of several interactive exhibitions
on physics, mathematics and biology, curator of the
collection of historical scientific instruments. Research
fields: history of physics, history of scientific instruments
production in Poland, history of Science and Technology
Museums in Poland.

about Smoluchowski.
Maria Pawłowska

The result of the project were exhibitions in different
forms: board exhibition, museum temporarily exhibition and travelling exhibition. The board exhibition,
accompanied with a scientific session was presented
in the Polish Senate and during the Congress of Polish
Physicists and, after translation, in several Ukrainian
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Maria Pawłowska, since 1991 head of the library of the
Faculty of Physics, Astronomy and Applied Computer
Science, curator of several exhibitions presenting life and
work of Krakow’s physicists.
Research fields: library development (including architecture,
design and multiuse of the library space), provenance of the
library collections, history of physics.

NEW CHALLENGE OF THE MUSEUM IN TOKYO TECH, A SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
UNIVERSITY
Sayuri Tanabashi
Museum and Archives, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Tokyo, Japan
tanabashi.s.aa@m.titech.ac.jp

Keywords: science and technology, museum communication

Tokyo Institute of Technology, Tokyo Tech originating

a result, our collaborators contributed to mediate

as the Tokyo Vocational School in 1881, is a science

between the public and our museum by practicing

and engineering university, having a history of more

the unique exhibitions and events, so we experienced

than 130 years. The Museum was established in

a very fruitful collaboration. Parents and children

the Centennial Hall to introduce various historical

expressed their impression that it was a valuable

artifacts related to education and research activities

opportunity to learn directly while communicating with

in 1987. The Museum houses a number of excellent

future scientists or engineers at the university museum

collections which led Japanese industry. Meanwhile,

because students were more approachable than

our museum activities such as special exhibitions and

university professors and researchers. Here, I describe

scientific events are down in recent years because

a future-oriented university museum based on various

the impor tance of museum communic ation is

traditional-to-latest activities.

neglected. Therefore, as part of a strategy to grow into
a strong and vibrant university museum, I proposed
the construction of a cooperative collaboration with
researchers in various fields and students belonging
to technology-related club in our university. First, I
attempted to introduce the hands-on exhibits such
as “autophagy” which was one of the most essential
intracellular phenomena constructed by combination
of prominent cell biologists and transparent printing
technology. For another example, we organized a
programming workshop for K-12 kids and a special
exhibition with some student circles and clubs. As

Sayuri Tanabashi
I got a degree of Dr. of Science in area of cell biology
from the University of Tokyo in March 2018. Now I study
museology and curation in the Museum of Tokyo Tech since
April 2018, interested in museum communication mediated
by exhibitions and interaction between humans and
exhibits.
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FEDERAL UNIVERSITY OF RIO GRANDE DO SUL MUSEUM (UFRGS MUSEUM)
Eliane Muratorea, Lígia Ketzer Fagundesa
a

Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, Porto Alegre, Brazil
eliane.muratore@museu.ufrgs.br

Keywords: university museum, networks, interdisciplinarity

This work focuses on the journey of a university

nutrition, education, food engineering, among others.

museum considering its institutional construction

The exhibitions are developed in a process of curator-

and museological practices that developed over the

ship shared between the Museum and researchers of

years. The UFRGS Museum was created in 1984 and

the respective areas. As a result of this interdisciplinary

it is located at the Federal University of Rio Grande

trajectory, some aspects that stand out are: the ex-

do Sul, in Porto Alegre, Brazil. Since its inception, it

changes at the University and the community, and the

was envisioned as a museum with an interdisciplinary

creation of a network of museums and collections of

nature because it is not connected to a specific area

UFRGS (REMAM) which has been in activity since 2011.

of knowledge. It is not a history museum, science
museum or art museum; instead it works with several
themes, making links between distinct areas. Its
purpose is to promote and outreach research activities
and the cultural and intellectual heritage produced
at UFRGS through its various collections, providing
public access to culture and science through the
preservation and dissemination of memory, heritage
education and socio-educational and cultural work.
Its exhibitions and projects give a new meaning to
the collections, enhancing and supporting them in a

Eliane Muratore

museum-like language in an interdisciplinary dialogue

B.A degree in Museology and Social Communication.
M.A degree in Brazilian Literature. Museologist of UFRGS
Museum and REMAM. Her current research interests are
museology, classic studies, cultural heritage and exhibition
management.

between various areas of knowledge. Currently, the
exhibition "Migrations at Table" articulates the areas
of anthropology, history, geography, food, agriculture,

X.Z. L.K. Fagundes
Historian and coordinator of the educational department of
the UFRGS Museum. PhD in Museology - University Lusófona
of Lisboa. Her fields of research are history, museology,
cultural heritage and education.
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HOW TO RETURN TO THE UNIVERSITY: COOPERATION EXPERIENCE OF UNIVERSITY
MUSEUMS AND ENDOWMENT FUND (CASE OF PERM UNIVERSITY)
Maria Romashovaa, Ksenia Puninaa
a

Perm State University, Perm, Russia
romasha09@gmail.com

Keywords: endowment, university museums, graduates

The concept of the university “third mission”, which

partnership of university museums and Endowment

has become widespread in Russia in the last decade,

fund, based on the use of modern means of commu-

represents universities as an important communication

nication and fundraising technologies, made it possi-

platform, a place for social interaction and dialogue.

ble to address more ambitious goals through solving

This stimulates Perm University to increase its agency

specific tasks: raising the prestige of the university, its

within the city. In 2013, it was decided to use in its work

competitiveness and financial sustainability.

practices related to the Endowment Fund, which is formed
at the expense of voluntary contributions of graduates and
friends of the university. This communication channel
allows the university to take into account public needs
and interests, since it involves fairly large groups of
people of different interests in these processes. Using
the example of two charity campaigns in favor of
university museums and the Perm University Botanical
Garden (“Open Museum!” 2016, and “Palm Branch”
2018), we will show how public collection not just
became a financial instrument, a mechanism for the

Maria Romashova

development of culture mass philanthropy in the city,

Candidate of Science in History
Director of the Perm University History Museum
Senior Research Fellow, Center for Comparative History and
Political Studies, Perm State University
Research interests: university museums, museum marketing,
museum audience, history of age and growing up/aging.

but played a significant role in increasing the openness
and accessibility of university museums and the
botanical garden, in creating a community emotionally
connected with the university, and in developing
new formats of interaction with graduates. Such a

Ksenia Punina
Candidate of Political Science
Head of Public Relations Office, Senior Lecturer, Department
of Political Science, Faculty of History and Political Science,
Perm State University
Research interests: endowments, social function of
universities, knowledge hub for endowments, volunteers.
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Citizens and University Museum

“DINOSAURS: GIANTS FROM ARGENTINA”: AN EXHIBITION AS MEETING
POINT BETWEEN THE UNIVERSITY AND THE MUNICIPALITY OF PADOVA (ITALY)
Mariagabriella Fornasieroa, Letizia Del Faveroa
a

Museum of Geology and Palaeontology, Padova University Museums Centre, Padova, Italy
mariagabriella.fornasiero@unipd.it

Keywords: museum, municipality, exhibition, collaboration

Between October 2016 and February 2017 the munic-

cultural and scientific value of the exhibition were

ipality of Padua organized an exhibition about the

elevated thanks to all the activities mentioned above.

famous dinosaurs from Argentina, well known for their

The collaboration between the University and the

evolution and diversification during the Mesozoic. The

municipality was very satisfactory: 168,904 people

Department of Geosciences (DG) and the Museum of

visited the exhibition and among them about 16,000

Geology and Paleontology (MGP) of the University of

visited the museum during the weekends; the outcome

Padova were asked to participate in the organization

was a success for both the institutions.

of some events pertinent to the exhibition. While the
municipality contributed the human resources for the
opening of the museum of Geology and Paleontology
during the weekends, which would not be otherwise
possible without the suppor t provided from the
city administration, the MGP and the DG gave the
required scientific advice for the organization of the
events. These included a cycle of conferences on the
dinosaur era; introductory meetings for teachers and
laboratories for school classes. The laboratories were

Mariagabriella Fornasiero

a significant opportunity to develop some geological

Mariagabriella Fornasiero is the curator of the Museum of
Geology and Palaeontology at the University of Padova. Her
main research interests are in Cenozoic molluscs fauna,
and in the history of the paleontological collections of the
Museum. She is involved in numerous museum projects
including cataloguing, educational activities an exhibitions.

and paleontological subjects, concerning not only
dinosaurs, but also more general themes. The MGP
also trained the guides for the exhibition and, last but
not least, organized some educational and recreational
activities for the families during the weekends. The

Letizia Del Favero
Letizia Del Favero is technician at the Museum of Geology
and Palaeontology of the University of Padova. Her main
research field is the taxonomy of Cenozoic European
crocodiles but she is particularly interested also in the
conservation of the palaeontological collections, especially
in preventive conservation and in the pyrite decay.
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CONNECTING COLLECTIONS, CITIZEN SCIENCE, EDUCATION AND CONSERVATION
Koskela Tanjaa, Vuorinen Pirjoa, Timonen Jonnaa
a

University of Jyväskylä, Open Science Centre/ Museum, Jyväskylä, Finland
tanja.a.e.koskela@jyu.fi

Keywords: citizen science, collections, conservation, education

In Nordic countries, there is a long history of co-operation

skill level. Well-planned citizen science projects are

between university museums and amateurs/citizen

a win-win situation for all: they can connect museum

scientists in depositing museum objects, contributing

specialists, collections and databases with citizen

to their contex t information as well as gathering

scientists who in turn benefit from the expertise

observational and reminiscing data for dif ferent

and education programs provided by the university

databases. However, if these citizen scientists are not

museums. At their best, observational data and

well enough educated and motivated, their contribution

specimens or objects collected by citizens are an

may even be harmful due to decreased data quality.

important supplement for scientific collections and

University museums should thus have an essential role

labor-intensive surveys made by professionals and can

in educating and inspiring amateurs to report their

be utilized to direct conservation actions to protect

observations and to deposit better specimens or

endangered species as well as natural and cultural

objects to museums and their databases e.g. by

sites.

providing education programs and easily accessible
data platforms with annotation possibilities. For
example, with Finnish Biodiversity Information Facility
(species.fi) citizens can report species observations
through a specified internet-based form where
observations supplemented with photographs can
also be annotated to improve data quality. As another
example, a citizen science project Atlas of Finnish
Fungi (sieniatlas.fi) organizes courses on specimen
collection and usage of microscopes as well as survey
trips for amateurs to inspire them and increase their

Koskela Tanja
Dr. Tanja Koskela is the Team Leader of the Natural and
Cultural Heritage of the Open Science Centre.
Vuorinen Pirjo
MA Pirjo Vuorinen is the Vice Director of the Open Science
Centre, and the Director of its Museum Services.
Timonen Jonna
Dr. Jonna Timonen is the Coordinator of museum education
and a Team member of the Natural and Cultural Heritage of
the Open Science Centre.
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BARRIO MUSEO, UNIVERSITY MUSEUM AND COMMUNITY
Gustavo A. Oritz Serrano
Museum of Contemporary Art Bogotá, Bogotá, Colombia
gortiz@uniminuto.edu

Keywords: museum, community, street art, neighborhood

The chaotic and vandalized walls of the neighborhood
houses around the Contemporary Art Museum were
a challenge for us. Aesthetics as a factor of social
transformation has promoted the execution of thirty
interventions of urban art in the facades of Minuto de
Dios neighborhood houses. New relationships have
been generated between urban artists, university
museum and neighbors. National and international
artists were also invited and made their interventions.

Gustavo A. Oritz Serrano
Director of Museum of Contemporary Art Bogotá. Focus on
relations between art and community through projects that
link artists, museums and community.
His research has been focused on the transformative impact
that art can have in a community and how the university
museum can establish links beyond the academic scope
with a high social benefit.
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RURAL OUTREACH AS A MANDATE FOR STATE-SPONSORED UNIVERSITY
MUSEUMS: BUILDING GLOBAL AWARENESS THROUGH TECHNOLOGY AND
EMPATHY
Rachel M. Straughn-Navarro
Spencer Museum of Art, University of Kansas, Kansas, USA
rsn@ku.edu
Keywords: outreach, digital education, community collaboration, state university

In the United States, government-funded universities are

collaborators have integrated the goals of the project

essential in economic, cultural, and educational development

throughout all activities, including promoting global

for their home states. Many state universities and their

awareness and cultural empathy in rural schools and

museums have launched major outreach initiatives to meet

communities, and integrating statewide educational

the needs of their constituents, including those in

initiatives such as the development of social-emotional

rural areas. This paper will discuss the ways in which

skills and promoting diversity in arts-based careers.

state-wide outreach is fundamental to the educational

In 2020, the first phase of this project will culminate

mission of the Spencer Museum of Art at the University

in a traveling exhibition of some of the museum’s

of Kansas. The initial research findings demonstrate

collection, hosted in a community art center with

how a program focusing on integrating East Asian art

interpretive and educational materials developed with

from the Spencer supports the educational goals of

the hosting community.

the museum and the university in rural schools and
communities across the state.
The Spencer’s outreach program encompasses multifaceted and interdisciplinary projects making the
museum’s collections and expertise widely accessible.
Digital tools for education include a new web repository
for educational resources and 3-dimensional scans for
reproduction and online viewing. These projects resulted
in a network of collaboration across the Museum staff,
other museums and collections at the university, and
community organizations outside the university. By
centering the needs of rural communities, project

Rachel M. Straughn-Navarro
Rachel M. Straughn-Navarro, PhD currently serves as the
K-12 State Outreach Coordinator at the Spencer Museum
of Art at the University of Kansas. Her research interests
include university art museums, digital interpretation in art
museums, museum studies and art history pedagogies, and
speculative realist and object-oriented philosophies.
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PERFPORMING ARTS, PERFORMING ART: BRINGING THEATER INTO THE
UNIVERSITY ART GALLERY
Sefty Hendlera, Sharon Aronson-Lehavia
a

Tel Aviv University, University Campus, Tel Aviv, Israel
sefy.hendler@gmail.com
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Since 2018 the Tel Aviv Universit y Ar t Galler y

pieces” real cooking and consumption on stage become

showcases the institution’s greatest treasure, the

performative metaphors of human behavior, gender

scholarly and artistic achievements of its students and

constructions, violence, and desire.

faculty. As chief curators of Table Manners (March-

The project’s third pillar was food. Culinary curator

July 2018), we conceived this unique project as a

Ronit Vered conceived a series of “eating events”. For

multidisciplinary event intending to redefine and

example, during the vernissage Turkish artist Tunca

challenge paradigms regarding traditional cultural

Subasi cooked a site-specific meal-performance,

venues (“gallery”/”theater”/”restaurant”). The Gallery

linked to his series Desire shown in the gallery.

turned into an exhibition space including a theater and

The proposed paper will examine the results of the

an ephemeral restaurant, inviting the public to ponder

unique collaboration between gallery and university

on these social/cultural spaces.

theater, which paved the way for new forms of artistic

Table Manners featured an art exhibition (curator: Nirit

expression, and exhibition models within University

Nelson), theatre performances, and eating events. The

galleries.

project examined food, cooking, and consumption in
relation to human behavior, aesthetics, and decorum.
The art exhibition interweaved three layers: the physical
where food converses with flesh; the political-culinary

Sefy Hendler

ceremonial practices; and the excessive-obsessive

Dr. Sefy Hendler (Phd Art History Université Paris 1 PanthéonSorbonne), directs the Tel Aviv University Gallery and Art
History department. Expert of the competition between the
arts during the Renaissance, he published extensively on
the subject. He chief curated or participated as scholar in
several exhibitions in Israel and abroad.

human behavior with food. Another part of the gallery
was transformed into a theater in which plays by
French playwright Jeannine Worms, The Recipe (1983)
and The Snack (1971), were staged and performed
by University Theater students. In Worms’s “culinary

Sharon Aronson-Lehavi
Dr. Sharon Aronson-Lehavi (Phd in Theater Studies, CUNY,
New York), is Chair of the Department of Theater Arts at
Tel Aviv University and Academic Director of the University
Theatre. She specializes in late medieval and modern
theater and performance, and has published extensively on
relations between religion, ritual, and theater.
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DEVOLOPING UNIVERSITY COLLECTIONS CURATORIAL APPROACH
Patrizia Luzi
Independent researcher, University of Florence, Florence, Italy
patrizialuzi22@gmail.com

Keywords: curating, alternative, contemporary, cooperative

University museum collections are extremely hetero-

museum collections.

geneous and usually refer to a number of very different
academic disciplines (archeology, anthropology,
ethnography, geography, geology, natural science,
history of art, etc.). They can be considered as historical
development of the Wunderkammer of the 16th century
and have played a significant role in developing knowledge
founded on empirical observation and categorization.
During the 20th century they progressively lost their
original academic and epistemological functions and
have since been much neglected.
These collections are usually interpreted using traditional curatorial approaches focusing either on their
didactic and historical significance or in their aesthetics
potentiality.
My presentation aims to focus on some alternative
curatorial practices that have been successfully used
in exhibiting contemporary art. More specifically, I
will call attention to the work of some curators such
as Paul O’Neill, Koyo Kouoh and Maria Lind who
have developed some very interesting collaborative
curatorial approaches. I will then discuss how these
approaches could be used in curating university

Patrizia Luzi
My research interests focus on the epistemological
functions of museums in order to shape interdisciplinary
scholarship and transcultural knowledge. I am also
interested in contemporary art and curatorial approaches
founded on collaborative and interdisciplinary works. My
areas of expertise are museology, epistemology, philosophy
of physics, aesthetics and art historiography.
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THE STATIONS OF A NATION PROJECT
Gerry Torres
Center for Campus Art of the De La Salle-College of Saint Benilde Manila, Manila, Philippines
gerry.torres@benilde.edu.ph
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The Center for Campus Art (CCA) of the De La Salle-

disparity between the rich and the poor and between

College of Saint Benilde Manila is mandated to curate

the hearing and the deaf came to fore from students

and produce exhibitions in school. Began in 2015, CCA

of architecture, fashion, film, diplomacy and the deaf

has produced approximately 40 shows in its present 18

school. Soon to be completed, the project garnered a

galleries, spread out within the three campuses of the

lot of interest from the school community and the local

school.

media.

In 2017 the CCA embarked on a project called “Stations
of a Nation”. Led by Manny Montelibano, the top video
artist in the country, the Stations project was envisioned
as a series of installations that reflect the present state
of the country. The name refers to the Catholic ritual
of the Stations of the Cross which involves praying to
a “station” in a church that corresponds to the events
leading to the crucifixion of Jesus. This was combined
with the annual State of the Nation address of the
President of the Philippines. Manny’s requirement was
the participation of students of the College so that the
voices of the young can be heard, together with his.
After an intensive boot camp of the accepted participants,
we came up with 14 proposals for installations that
reflect what the Philippines is today. Issues like poverty,
homelessness, unfair labour practices, corruption,
revolution, the brain drain, the crisis with China, the

Gerry Torres
Architect Gerry Torres teaches History of Architecture
in the College of Saint Benilde. He is interested in art,
architecture, design, the city, history, cultural heritage and
the environment. As Director of the CCA he curates shows
that respond to the programs of the school and the issues of
contemporary society.
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CRITICAL COLLAGE: UNIVERSITY ART GALLERIES, COLLECTIONS AND ARTS
BASED INQUIRY ACROSS ACADEMIC DISCIPLINES
Laurie Dalton
Director/Curator, Acadia University Art Gallery & Adjunct Professor, Dept. of History and Classics,
Acadia University, Nova Scotia, Canada
laurie.dalton@acadiau.ca
Keywords: university museum, cross-disciplinary, arts-based learning, collections

Established in 1978, the Acadia University Art Gallery

explore critical class concepts through visual means.

presents 4-6 exhibitions annually and is steward of

The case studies demonstrate practical and scalable

3000 works of art. Located in a small rural university

approaches to par ticipatory learning where the

town, the gallery also serves as the primary public

university art gallery becomes an integral hub within

gallery in the Annapolis Valley region of Nova Scotia,

the interdisciplinary campus learning environment.

Canada. Liberal arts universities in North America
are placing increased emphasis on interdisciplinary
learning. In this shifting climate the academic art museum
is well positioned to offer new learning environments
for students, and collaborative research projects with
faculty. The university art gallery can function as a
creative lab: a place for research, exploration and discovery across disciplines. Faculty-gallery collaboration
is an often-underused component of teaching and learning
at universities. This paper will present examples of
interdisciplinary object-based projects developed
with History, Politics, Education and Nutrition undergraduate classes. This includes student-led exhibitions
that encourage critical thinking and diverse research
approaches utilizing the permanent collection, to
hands-on art making, which I term ‘critical collage.’
This incorporates collage making, classroom themes,
and exhibition objects to encourage students to

Laurie Dalton
Dr. Dalton’s research is cross-disciplinary with a focus on the
history of museums, displays, objects and audience within
transnational frameworks. The focus of her dissertation was
on the Canadian pavilion at the 2005 World’s Fair in Aichi,
Japan in the context of national narratives, visual branding,
tourism, digital interfaces and audience engagement.
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MELTING POT OR CAULDRON? ADDRESSING RACE RELATIONS IN AMERICAN
ART MUSEUMS TODAY
Jill Deupia, Billie Grace Lynna
a

University of Miami, Miami, USA
jdeupi@miami.edu
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“As a black woman, race has always been a
prominent par t of my life … my blackness is
woven into how I dress each morning, what
bars I feel comfor table going to, what music
I enjoy, what neighborhoods I hang out in.”

personal experiences of racial profiling, including

-Ijeoma Oluo, So You Want to Talk about Race (2018)

many in the “Deep South”—that struggles with notions

“ I t ’s n o t a c c e p t ab l e f o r a w hi te p e r s o n to
transmute Black suffering into profit and fun.”
-Artist Hannah Blackre: Dana Schutz, Open Casket
(2016), exhibited at the 2017 Whitney Biennia l

encounters with law enforcement agents. What gives
this project a uniquely challenging twist is that Lynn
is a white woman raised in Louisiana, a state—like
of diversity, equity, access, and inclusion. In this talk,
we will explore the genesis and implementation of
this important undertaking, which we delayed by a full
year to give our campus and our community further
opportunities for input and feedback.

It is no secret that the United States of America is
undergoing a moment of serious reckoning: under the
leadership of President Donald J. Trump, pre-existing
fractures of hatred—based on racial, religious, ethnic,
cultural, and socio-economic differences—have opened
into gaping wounds. The present situation makes
it not only more difficult but also more urgent than
ever before to address, with candor, authenticity,
and compassion, the unequal state of affairs in what
remains one the most powerful nations in the world.
Mindful of its broader societal obligations, the Lowe
Art Museum (University of Miami) is collaborating with
Associate Professor of Sculpture Billie Lynn to mount
The Hoodie Project in the summer and early fall of 2019.
Featuring a sculptural interpretation of a 26-foot tall
hoodie, the garment stereotypically associated with
black male youth in America, this interactive, crosscurricular, and inter-disciplinary project also includes
video interviews of young people of color describing
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Jill Deupi
Trained as lawyer and an art historian, Dr. Jill Deupi is
currently researching arts administration and management
as well as ar t law (par ticularly provenance and
deaccessioning). As the Lowe’s Director and Chief Curator,
she is responsible for more than 19,000 objects that span
five millennia and represent every inhabited continent.
Billie Grace Lynn
After studying philosophy and religious studies as an
undergraduate at Tulane University in New Orleans, Billie
Grace Lynn went on to earn an MFA in Sculpture at the
San Francisco Art Institute. She is currently an Associate
Professor of Sculpture at the University of Miami. Her
practice utilizes social engagement and interventionist
strategies to confront social and environmental issues. She
believes art can change the world.

THE UNIVERSIDAD DEL ROSARIO MUSEUM: A LIVING AND VIRTUAL MUSEUM,
A COLLECTION ACCESSIBLE TO ALL
Margarita Guzmán Bejarano
Museum of the Rosario University, Bogota, Colombia
margarita.guzman@urosario.edu.co

Keywords: integration, participation, ethical responsibility, academic, accessible, memory

Managing the Universidad del Rosario Museum in

the collaborative curatorship of exhibitions in the near

Bogotá Colombia is, beyond organizing the creation

future. The museum has as its mission a commitment

of a university museum, a challenge that aspires to

of socializing the past, understanding the present, and

remain in time as a space for integration and cultural

visualizing the future for the consolidation of a country

participation, for interpretation of history, and for

in peace.

understanding of its collections. The Universidad del
Rosario, an institution with a 365-year history, is a
prestigious reserve for the country’s memory, and has
played an important role in the Republic’s founding. It
possesses a unique collection of portraits, representing
more than four centuries of Colombian art and of the
nation’s history. With the intention of activating and
opening this heritage to the city and to the world, the
Museum studies, conserves, and exhibits its collection
with guided visits and exhibitions that are accessible
to citizens. The Museum is challenged with giving the
collection a museum dimension and of rendering it
relevant to the academic activities within the university.
New ways of understanding history turn museological
endeavors into agents of social transformation through
the ethical responsibility of making students active
participants as mediators. They take part in the
creation of exhibition scripts and will be involved in

Margarita Guzmán Bejarano
Artist and Master in Museology and Heritage Management of
the National University of Colombia, with preparation in the
conceptualization, design, implementation and development
of museological and museographic projects with emphasis
on management of cultural projects . I am currently actively
involved in projects related to heritage, memory and identity.
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THE POST-COLONIAL LEGACY IN UNIVERSITY MUSEUMS: ADDRESSING THE
SPOILS OF SLAVERY AT THE UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW
Steph C. Scholten
The Hunterian, University of Glasgow, Glasgow, UK
steph.scholten@glasgow.ac.uk

Keywords: museum development, museum ethics, new museology

Universities and their museums in former colonizing
countries often have been involved in or benefitted
from practices such as slavery. It is only now that
these issues have become a subject of scrutiny
and debate, with complex questions to answer. In
2018, the University of Glasgow published a report
on how it has benefitted from trans-Atlantic slavery
and has proposed ways to address this legacy in the
21st century. This paper will discuss and critically
reflect on the research and the report as well as the
proposed actions moving forward. Discussion would
focus on the question if and how existing international
university museums networks such as UMAC, could
support and facilitate collaboration and reconciliation
between former colonizers, colonized, slave-owners,
and enslaved.

Steph C. Scholten
Steph is Director of The Hunterian, University of Glasgow
since August 2017, after 8 years in a similar role in
Amsterdam. Previous experience (in The Netherlands since
1989): National Museum of Antiquities, Netherlands Institute
for Cultural Heritage and the Ministry of Education, Culture
and Science. Steph is a member of EthCom.
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COLLECTION LEGACIES: CELEBRATING, CRITIQUING AND STIMULATING
GLOBAL THINKING
Celka Straughna, Saralyn Reece Hardyb
a

Andrew W. Mellon Director of Public Practice, Education and Research, Spencer Museum of Art, University of Kansas, Kansas, USA
Marilyn Stokstad Director, Spencer Museum of Art, University of Kansas, Kansas, USA
straughn@ku.edu
b

Keywords: collections, colonialism, decolonizing, philanthrop

The centenary exhibition of the Spencer Museum of

of a larger process to assess and address the colonial

Art offered a legacy opportunity to both celebrate and

implications of collecting and museum structures, and

question the founding collection. In 1917 Kansas City

to develop multifaceted perspectives for expanding our

philanthropist Sallie Casey Thayer (1856–1925) gifted

narratives and practices. Our paper seeks to leverage

more than 7,000 artworks from Europe, Asia and the

and learn from these projects, and through critical

Americas to the University of Kansas with the goal

reflection develop ways we can further our work

of creating a museum that would provide a center

to reshape the role of a university art museum in a

for learning in the geographic center of the U.S. The

diverse and globalized society.

process and presentation of the exhibition generated
opportunities to make collections and archives more
visible and accessible, to develop digital tools for
interpretation, and to promote research and creativity
through collaborations with museum staff, university
faculty, current and former students. Moreover, it has
prompted ongoing, deeper examinations of Thayer’s
global collecting ef forts and how they manifest,
complicate, legitimize and challenge colonial,
racial, and gendered taxonomies and practices. A
companion exhibition contextualized why Thayer’s
gift largely excluded African art from its otherwise
expansive geographic and cultural scope, and

Celka Straughn
Celka Straughn works to integrate the Spencer Museum
of Art into the academic life of the University of Kansas
by engaging students and faculty through curricular, cocurricular and research opportunities. Her research interest
include: exhibition and collecting histories; global museum
discourses; social justice in museums; and, eco-critical art
history.

explored institutional frameworks for African art in U.S.
museums. These interdisciplinary projects form part

Saralyn Reece Hardy
Saralyn Reece Hardy has led the Spencer Museum since
2005. She served previously as Director of Museums
and Visual Arts at the National Endowment for the Arts.
Her research interests include: interdisciplinary inquiry;
commissions of new creative work in and beyond museums;
sustainability, ecology, and the environment; and, artistic
freedom.
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Session 5

Student Engagement

PUTTING OUT THE WELCOME MAT: INNOVATIVE STUDENT ENGAGEMENT AT
THE UNIVERSITY MUSEUM

Jill Hartza, Barbara Rothermelb, John Wetenhallc
a

Jordan Schnitzer Museum of Art, University of Oregon, Eugene, USA
Daura Gallery, University of Lynchburg, Lynchburg, USA
c
George Washington University Museum and the Textile Museum, Washington, DC, USA
hartz@uoregon.edu; rothermel@lynchburg.edu; jwetenhall@email.gwu.edu
b

Keywords: student engagement strategies, cultural literacy, enrichment, non-curricular, partnership, student
associations, student jobs, student-curated exhibitions, student membership

The success of students in the 21st century is built

Barbara Rothermel will present an introduction to non-

on a university’s student-centered culture. Within

curricular student engagement that allows students to

academe, university museums are, without doubt, an

pursue interests outside of a standardized academic

essential campus resource for research and education,

context and that heighten intellectual and leadership

which contribute to student success in innumerable

competencies.

ways. But millennials demand experiences beyond
the classroom. This panel will discuss innovative

Jill Hartz will discuss the museum’s student advisory

non-curricular connections with students – student

council (JSMAC) and its success building student

membership, social events, club and organization

membership and engagement through targeted

meetings, concerts, films, political debates, poetry

promotions and student events; leadership and career

slams, coffee klatches, finals blowout, stress reducing

opportunities through student mentoring for at-risk

art workshops, and more – that enrich their campus

youth and challenged communities; and student-

experience while offering leadership, diversity, and

curated exhibitions that explore personal identity,

cultural literacy experiences. University museums

including representations of gender and diversity.

can be a safe haven for crucial discourse in often
turbulent times or a vibrant setting for the celebration

John Wetenhall will discuss partnerships with student

of personal and academic achievements. Our team

associations and engagement through student jobs.

of experienced museum professionals will share new
engagement strategies that place the museum as a
center of student life.
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EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES LEAD TO STUDENT SUCCESS
By Barbara Rothermel
What constitutes a college education in today’s world where cocurricular and extra-curricular opportunities abound? Academic
rigors such as in-depth reading and complex problem-solving
go far to strengthen the mind, but extra-curricular activities take
this mind strengthening even further. These activities can build
professional skills that a classroom alone cannot always foster
by building a solid foundation. Finding the balance between
academics and pursuing a passion, develop a more rounded,
socially skilled, and healthier student.

STUDENT ENGAGEMENT BEYOND ACADEMICS
By Jill Hartz
Students are the first constituency for the Jordan Schnitzer
Museum of Art (JSMA) at the University of Oregon. In addition
to furthering its mission as a teaching museum for more than
8,500 students annually, the JSMA engages hundreds of students
through non-curricular programs. This presentation will address
three engagement strategies: 1) JSMAC, our student membership
organization, organizes events for and by students, creating in
the process our own “alumni”; 2) student curation of student
exhibitions that explore identity and build diversity and inclusion;
and 3) special leadership opportunities, including mentoring
challenged youth and adult population through interactive tours
and arts workshops.

BY THE STUDENTS, FOR THE STUDENTS
By John Wetenhall
As a new museum on a major metropolitan campus, the George
Washington University Museum opened in 2014 with a mandate
to “serve students.” This presentation shares lessons-learned
about 1) how to determine what “service” students actually want

Barbara Rothermel
Barbara Rothermel is Director of the Daura Gallery and
Associate Professor of Museum Studies at the University of
Lynchburg and Vice-Chair of UMAC.

and 2) how to leverage existing groups to “serve students.” The
first concept involves listening sessions across a broad segment
of student groups – far wider than the collection-based mission
might suggest. The second concept depends upon the aggressive
recruitment of student groups to utilize the museum for their own
purposes, then adapting those events to welcome participants

Jill Hartz
Jill Hartz is Executive Director of the Jordan Schnitzer
Museum of Art at the University of Oregon and President
Emerita of the Association of Academic Museums and
Galleries (AAMG).

into the life of the museum. This strategy involves counterintuitions, such as broadening the concept of “mission,” releasing
control of programming content, and even hiring students to
generate museum programs. This presentation will share how
such a process can generate far more student programs than a
museum’s educational staff could possibly organize and attract
more diverse audiences than might otherwise be expected.

John Wetenhall
John Wetenhall is Director of the George Washington
University Museum and The Textile Museum, George
Washington University, a Board Member of ICOM-US,
and Vice President for Strategic Planning, Association of
Academic Museums and Galleries (AAMG).
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Session 6

Future of University Museums

PRESENT AND FUTURE OF THE SCIENTIFIC COLLECTIONS AT UNIVERSITY
MUSEUMS IN POLAND
Ewa Wyka
Institute for History of Science of the Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw/ Jagiellonian University Museum,
Krakow, Poland
ewawyka@gmail.com
Keywords: scientific instruments database, university collections, Polish scientific heritage

There are currently about 80 university museums

proposed method can contribute to value creation for

in Poland. Few of them own and develop scientific

the museum and its visitors alike.

collections, in the sense of scientific instruments and

The presentation is based on research at the Institute

natural collections. For the history of a university,

for History of Science of the Polish Academy of Science

museum scientific collections illustrate the scientific

(IHN), as part of the project “National Inventory of

achievements of the university’s researchers, their

Scientific Instruments” (funded by National Science

connection to the world’s science, and reflect the

Center Poland), realized by IHN in cooperation with

technical level of scientific equipment at a given period

Polish museums, including university museums. More

of the university's work. The development of these

detail on the collaboration and its key achievements

collections should be one of the essential elements of

will also be presented.

the university museum's activity.
For university museum professionals, the problem
could be the right choice of modern science objects
for the museum collection. A method to facilitate the
selection of science objects will be proposed in this
presentation. The method offers the possibility to
assess a scientific instrument’s museum's value, from
the point of view of its scientific, historical and artistic
(aesthetic) values.
We can imagine university museums following different
trends - material, digital, or holographic – yet their
attractiveness will always depend on the selection of
the right objects. In this context, it is believed that the

Ewa Wyka
Historian of science, curator of the scientific instruments
collections. Area of research interests: histor y of
mathematical and natural sciences, evolution of scientific
instruments, aristocratic and academic scientific
collections, making of scientific instruments, museology of
science and technology, popularization of science. Author
of articles on above subjects.
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UNIVERSITY IS A MUSEUM

Lidia A. Lozovaya
Tomsk Polytechnic University, Tomsk, Russia
lozovaya@tpu.ru

Keywords: cultural heritage, local community, the spirit of place

Tomsk Polytechnic University (TPU) is an international

show, a spiritualistic seance, and others. This is only

educational and scientific center. It is one of the oldest

a small part of the practices we have implemented

universities in Russia. The University has a rich history,

and planned. We would like to discuss our experience

architectural ensemble of old buildings, and many

with our international colleagues, since our Russian

unique items in the collections of its museums. TPU

colleagues do not have such experience.

has a considerable heritage of myths and legends
orally transmitted from its old-timers to the younger
generation. Since its foundation in 1896, the University
has a special spirit of engineering enterprise and
scientific creativity, which should be preserved.
Since the autumn of 2017, we are implementing a
project - The University is a Museum. The project aims
to transform TPU into a museum of a new type. We
study its legacy and talk about it. At the same time, this
heritage continues to form the basis of our daily lives.
The theory and practice of the project were developed
in line with the new museology. To transform TPU into
a living museum, we needed to activate the University
community (employees, students, partners, graduates).
We have implemented a number of events based
on authentic objects and historical facts in unusual
formats aiming to humanize history and to evoke
an emotional response from visitors. It was a talk

Lidia A. Lozovaya
Director of the Museum Complex of Tomsk Polytechnic
University. Specialty - museologist, PhD in History,
research interests – history and historiography of museum
studies, new museology, innovative museum practices,
preservation of the spirit of place, the search for effective
methods of community activation, preservation of tangible
and intangible heritage.
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SHOULD THE UNIVERSITY MUSEUMS BE ONLY MUSEUMS?

Hugues Dreysse
Jardin des Sciences, University of Strasbourg, Strasbourg, France
Hugues.dreysse@unistra.fr

Keywords: innovation, research, teaching, politics

The creation of UMAC in 2001 was linked to a new

- How can a high level of professional skills of the staff

interest of the university museums and collections at

be obtained?

a moment where the universities all over the world
were encountering drastic changes. Eighteen years

-How have the Science Center practices been intro-

later the university museums have gained some

duced in the daily university museums activities?

new visibility and importance as important actors
inside the university (such as growing inclusion in

A university museum is unique since it is larger than

the teaching and research activities of the university;

its sole staff. The future of the university museums is

better financial support; inclusion in the general

surely to be more than a “normal” museum by inventing

strategy of the university) and outside the university

new hybrid forms of cultural agent immersed in the

(increasing participation of the publics to the activities,

whole university community and the city.

acknowledgement as cultural actor in the city).
If the situations (nation- and worldwide) are very
diversified, however some general questions emerge
for a potential success such as:
- How can we gain a strong political support of the
governance of the university?
- Why is pragmatism in this field often mandatory?
- How can the whole university community be involved
in the activities?

Hugues Dreysse
Hugues Dreysse is Professor at the University of Strasbourg.
Since 1998 he is the director of the Jardin des Sciences
(http://jardin-sciences.unistra.fr/). This original structure
combines science center activities, heritage (museums,
collections) responsibility and “Dialog between science and
society”. From 2010 to 2016 he has been chairman of UMAC.
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Session 7

Object, Display, and Study Guide

ARRANGING SPACES OF RELATION(S): WHAT CAN OBJECTS DO?

Lauren O’Neal
Lamont Gallery, Phillips Exeter Academy, Exeter, USA
loneal@exeter.edu

Keywords: collections, objects, community, relations, social, care

What can objects do? How can institutional and

separately and together intersect with themes as varied

personal collec tions spark dialogue and posit

as the public storage industry, unarticulated, marginal,

relationship-building as a type of holistic, social

or hidden histories, and the connections between

learning? This presentation will consider how collection

objects, their owners, emotion, and memory? “Open

objec ts catalyze multiple audiences and build

House” highlighted the social aspects of collecting, in

community connections within a curatorial setting

and in turn, exemplified the type of care and attention

using the case study of the “Open House: A Portrait

that university museums and galleries provide.

of Collecting” exhibition, held at the Lamont Gallery
in 2015. The Lamont Gallery, an academic gallery set
within Phillips Exeter Academy, a residential school,
serves students, faculty, and staff, as well as visitors
from the region and beyond. “Open House” featured
institutional collection objects, artists’ collections,
the material culture collections of outside collectors,
and singular, personal objects contributed by people
across campus. The exhibition was a reflection on
the state of collecting for the gallery (technically a
non-collecting entity) through the lens of curation,
which etymologically has connotations of treatment,
attention, and taking care. How can ‘care’ as a concept
be brought to bear on both a critical examination and
a welcoming gesture towards collection objects as
well as social relations? How do objects and people

Lauren O’Neal
Lauren O’Neal is the director and curator of the Lamont
Gallery at Phillips Exeter Academy and a faculty member
at Boston University. O’Neal is a doctoral candidate at the
University of the Arts Helsinki, where she is researching
the intersection between curation, installation, and
choreographic thinking.
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MUSEUM DISPLAY AND CULTURAL POLITICS: EXPERIMENTAL ART EXHIBITION
TO REEXAMINE MUSEUM POLITICS AND CULUTURAL EQUALITY
Shikoh Shiraiwa
University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland
s.shikoh@yahoo.com

Keywords: museum display, cultural politics, cultural equality, experimental exhibition

The Max Chambers Librar y at the University of

argue why this exhibition was important to challenge

Central Oklahoma (UCO), USA, manages most of the

the audience to reexamine the function and role of the

university’s art collections. The library undertakes

museum and museum display. Lastly, I will expand this

preser vation and conser vation ef for ts, actively

case study to include my starting point of the doctoral

conducts research, and experiments with different

project at the University of Helsinki, Finland. I will

methods of exhibiting cultural objects. The Art of the

focus on the pattern of museum narratives, cultural

Americas (March – June 2018) was an experimental

politics, and creation of national identity in both

exhibition featuring cultural objects from UCO’s

Finnish and Japanese museums while emphasizing art,

collections that originated from North, Central, and

anthropology, history, and natural history.

South America. Ranging in date from the ninth century
to the twenty-first century, the pieces included
examples of the Mayan, Native American (USA),
modern Mexican, Taos (American Southwest), and their
respective contemporary art. The exhibition engaged
various issues regarding museum displays and
cultural politics. Conceptually, the Art of the Americas
at tempted to promote all the displayed cultural
materials as equal. The exhibition encouraged people
to view the objects within the same framework instead
of categorizing them as fine art, archaeological/
anthropological artifacts, or natural history items.
First, I will demonstrate the various objects that were
displayed in the Art of the Americas. Secondly, I will

Shikoh Shiraiwa
Shikoh Shiraiwa is a PhD student in History and Cultural
Heritage at the University of Helsinki. He grew up in Japan,
and studied and worked at the University of Central
Oklahoma (USA). Shiraiwa’s research focuses on the
relationship between museum practices and cultural
politics, as well as on the methods of multi-perspective
exhibitions.
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COMPARTMENTALIZATION AS AN EFFECTIVE TOOL IN CREATING STUDY
GUIDES FOR EXHIBITIONS
Veronica C. Fuentes
Fundacion Sansó Inc., San Juan City, Philippines
veronicachanfuentes@gmail.com

Keywords: museum education, study guide, compartmentalization, standardization

The study guides for temporary exhibitions is one of the

necessity of the class, but also standardizes the guide

educational programs of the Jorge B. Vargas Museum

to fit all regardless of age, gender, knowledge base, or

and Filipiniana Research Center. It proposes different

experience.

activities before, during, and after the students’ visit

The effectivity of this strategy has been observed

to the museum. This gives sufficient context on the

through some professors. Most of the basic courses on

subject of the exhibition, provide questions to direct

art focused more on form, while advanced classes on

their focus on certain themes or ideas, and finally,

art used content, context, or both.

retain and broaden the insights they learned from the
exhibition.
A customized study guide is time consuming and may
not be a practical approach for temporary exhibitions.
What I suggest is the compartmentalization of the
study guide using three approaches: form, content,
and context. The form allows students to look closely,
thus giving them ample time to appreciate work,
question the art work’s medium, and see how the
artist used all the elements of art. The content allows
student to probe on what they see and how each
figure (or absence of one) becomes part of the pictorial
plane. Lastly, context allows the student to ground the
art work in terms of its history and social relevance.
By using this strategy, not only will the instructor be
able to find a right pedagogical tool based on the

Veronica C. Fuentes
Veronica C. Fuentes has been in the museum sector as
Education Officer for five years. She served at the university
museum Jorge B. Vargas Museum and Filipiniana Research
Center (2014 to 2019), and is currently working at Fundacion
Sansó, Inc. Her interests are art education, museum
education, pedagogy, and collections.
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Special Panel
What We Think About
Museum and Commons
Yoshiharu Tsukamoto (Tokyo Institute of Technology / Atelier Bow-Wow)
Takami Matsuda (Keio University, Faculty of Letters / Director of Keio Museum Commons)
Hiroshi Shigeno (Keio University, Faculty of Science and Technology)
Moderator: Yohko Watanabe (Keio University Art Center / Keio Museum Commons)

Talk: Yoshiharu Tsukamoto

University Campus as Urban Commons

Yoshiharu Tsukamoto
Architect, Dr. Eng. Co-founder of Atelier Bow-Wow,
Tokyo-based architectural firm. Professor of Tokyo
Institute of Technology.
His interest lies in diverse fields ranging from architectural design to urban research and the reconstruction of commons. The design practice based
on the theory called “behaviorology”, divers from
art exhibitions to houses, facilities and public spaces across the world.
Bibliography:
Made in Tokyo (2001), Pet Architecture Guidebook
(2001), Behaviorology (2010), Commonalities (2014),
Windowscape (2014)
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Moderator:

Yohko Watanabe
Keio University Art Center,
Keio Museum Commons

Hiroshi Shigeno
Takami Matsuda
Director of Keio Museum Commons

Hiroshi Shigeno is Professor in the Department
of Information and Computer Science, Faculty of
Science and Technology, Keio University, and the
Director of Research Institute for Digital Media
and Content (DMC), Keio University. He received a
Ph.D. degree in Engineering from Keio University
in 1997. His current research interests include
network architecture, network protocols, network
services, mobile and ubiquitous computing, and
Intelligent Transport Systems. He is a member of
IEEE, ACM, IPSJ, and IEICE.

What is
Keio Museum Commons?

‘Keio Museum Commons’ is a common space in which students, academics, university staff, and alumni can mingle. Keio
University’s ‘Old Banraisha’ common room was originally designed for this purpose. The aim of Keio Museum Commons is
to create a ‘commons’ within a museum that is neither public nor private, but open to all kinds of community activities.
Keio Museum Commons is designed to foster exchanges in relation to the university’s cultural assets and collections, and
to allow people to connect digitally to a global community.
Keio Museum Commons functions as a hub for the
exhibition and conservation activities of ‘dispersed
museums.’ At KeMCo, we are developing a number
of programs that meet the demands of an advanced
digital age: exhibition, collection, development, and
support programs, that bring together the digital and the
analogue.
Our new educational programmes are not only aimed
at training museum professionals, but also at educating
people using the university’s cultural assets. Museum
Commons is a place where people can experience
the history and culture of the area, as well as enroll in
high-level recurrent education based on cutting edge
research.

Our research activities involve developing research
on cultural assets, as well as accumulating research
resources. As a meeting point for different collections,
Museum Commons fosters interdisciplinary research,
and gathers and transmits diverse research outcomes.
We create a space for exchange between university
and students, academics, university staff, alumni and
teachers, and between research communities, disciplines
and local communities. Through our cultural assets and
the research and educational activities we generate,
we are able to bring together members of national and
international communities, both academic and nonacademic. Museum Commons also opens a window onto
the university collections for communities around the
university.
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The Diversity of Cultural Assets
Cultural assets carry the history of their creation. They sediment the activities
that go on around them (research, education, appreciation, creation etc.), and
the human connections that are made through them. The layers of meaning that
make up cultural assets accumulate and transform daily. They always open up
towards new interpretations and activities.

Digital × Analogue
Our aim at KeMCo is to bring together this analogue world of fast-changing
cultural assets with new digital technologies in order to make visible and
available the rich layers of meaning these cultural assets have. By bringing the
digital and the analogue together, KeMCo hopes to guide people through the
dynamic world of cultural assets using four key imperatives: invite, memorise
(accumulate the ever-changing layers of meaning of cultural assets), question
(reflect and dialogue to raise new questions), interact (connect people, the
university, and society through cultural assets).

Website | https://kemco.keio.ac.jp/
SNS | Twitter, Instagram

Opens in 2021
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University's Cultural Hub
Keio Museum Commons (KeMCo) is an institutional apparatus with exhibition
facilities that brings together research organs with artistic holdings at Keio
University as well as various cultural and academic resources. Rather than
confining itself to ties between the research and educational bodies of the
university alone, it aims to link up with the Keio-affiliated schools, and is
structured to serve as a hub encompassing the whole of Keio for use of
collections and academic resources. In addition, it will play an active role in
bringing together alumni, national and international researchers, educational
facilities and local communities through KeMCo's activities in which students,
academics and Keio staffs will participate.
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Guided
Tours
Visits to University Museums in Tokyo

We are organizing guided tours to university museums in Tokyo and
cultural institutions in the local Minato area in order to introduce their
various activities surrounding cultural properties.

Course A:
Visiting University Museums

1. Historical Buildings of Meiji Gakuin University and
Meiji Gakuin Historical Museum
The museum opened in 1998 to collect and organize materials and
information related to the history of Meiji Gakuin for use in research
and education. It is situated in Meiji Gakuin Memorial Hall designated
Tangible Cultural Properties of Minato City.
Meiji Gakuin Historical Museum, © Meiji Gakuin University

https://www.meijigakuin.ac.jp/en/about/history/guide/historical.html

2. Waseda University Aizu Museum
The museum opened in 1998 to commemorate Yaichi Aizu, a calligrapher, poet and art historian,
to display research materials related to Oriental Art, Modern Art, and Archaeology. It is situated in
the university’s second oldest building completed in 1925 and initially designed as a library by the
architect Kenji Imai.
https://www.waseda.jp/culture/aizu-museum/en/

3. Meiji University Museum
Based on the University's philosophy of "Rights, Liberty, Independence and Self-Government," the
museum exhibits its academic achievements and serves as a learning centre. Its three departments
(Commodity, Criminal Materials, and Archaeology) consider lifestyles; law and human rights; and
diversity of humankind.
https://www.meiji.ac.jp/cip/english/institute/museum.html
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Course B:
Visiting Science Museums of Universities

1. Oishi Fossils Gallery of Mizuta Memorial Museum,
Josai University Educational Corporation
The museum houses around 200 fossils and academic specimens donated by Michio Oishi, Professor
Emeritus of the University of Tokyo; and the Paleontological Museum of Liaoning, China. It runs
various educational programmes, including hands-on workshops, to foster intellectual enquiries
about natural sciences.
https://www.josai.jp/en/fossil_gallery/

2 . Intermediatheque (IMT)
IMT is jointly operated by Japan Post Co. Ltd. and the University Museum, the University of Tokyo.
Situated in the Showa Modern building of former Tokyo Central Post Office, it is dedicated to
the experimental interdisciplinary exhibition of the university's scientific and cultural heritage
accumulated since its foundation in 1877.
http://www.intermediatheque.jp/en

3. Museum of Marine Science, Tokyo University of Marine Science and Technology
The museum displays a variety of fishery materials such as specimens and models of various sea
creatures or models of fisheries vessels and introduces Japanese seafood culture. The Whale Gallery
in the annex exhibits the whole skeletal specimen of world's largest North Pacific right whale.
https://www.kaiyodai.ac.jp/english/overview/announcement/historic/shinagawa.html

View of the Guimet Room Memorial Exhibition “Small Chamber of Curiosities” within the Intermediatheque, © Intermediatheque
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Course C:
Visiting Cultural Institutions in Minato Area

1. Sengakuji Temple
Sengakuji is a Soto Zen temple founded by Tokugawa Ieyasu in 1612 and relocated to Takanawa after
the great fire of 1641. It was one of the three principal temples of Edo, now famous for the tombs of
Ako Gishi.
http://www.sengakuji.or.jp/about_sengakuji_en/


2. Ajinomoto Foundation For Dietary Culture
The Ajinomoto Foundation For Dietary Culture was founded in 1989 to promote research related to
dietary culture. Its specialized library and display room are open to the public. It holds many food
samples made based on historical references and Nishikie paintings.
https://www.syokubunka.or.jp/english/


3. NHK Museum of Broadcasting
The museum opened in 1956 as the world’s first specialized museum of broadcasting in Atagoyama.
It has various historical materials and libraries open to the public.
https://www.nhk.or.jp/museum/english/


Sengakuji Temple

Documentary Film
and
Student’s Report
During UMAC Tokyo Seminar, we will be producing a documentary film and a sketch report. The filmmaker Fumito Fujikawa will produce the documentary film, and the sketch report will be compiled by a
Keio student, Michino Hirukawa.
They will be around filming and photographing the conference on both days and may interview the participants. We appreciate your cooperation, and please let them know if you do not wish to be included
in the film or the report.

Filmmaker ｜Fumito Fujikawa
Fumito Fujikawa is a filmmaker. Graduated from Musashino Art University,
Department of Imaging Arts and Sciences, he has moved into his favourite
places and produced films with the local people. His works include:
Caminando Muchas Lunas (2010), which featured a traditional wedding
ceremony of a small island in Okinawa (Tarama-shima); Isanatori (2015),
which was completed while interacting with local residents in the Miyoshicity (Hiroshima); and the records of people living in Andes, Supa Layme (2019),
Since the Other Day (2012) and There (2015).

Student Reporter ｜ Michino Hirukawa
Michino Hirukawa is a fourth-year student at Keio University Shonan
Fujisawa Campus. Majoring in sociology and communication studies,
she has been researching about the relationship between social roles
and individual identity. Raised in Japan and America, she speaks
Japanese and English, and currently learns French. Besides her interest
in communication and media studies, she also studies museology and
art history. Her recent research examines the representation of Japanese
arts and culture at Japonismes 2018 held in Paris.
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Access
and
Campus Map
Access
Venue | Keio University Mita Campus
2-15-45, Mita, Minato-ku, Tokyo, 108-8345, Japan
Nearest train stations (8 min. walk from the university)
JR Tamachi station and Subway Mita station

Access from major areas in Tokyo
From Tokyo/Ginza area: 10 min. by train
From Roppongi area: 10 min. by taxi or train
From Shibuya/Aoyama area: 20 min. by train
From Shinjuku area: 30 min. by train
From Ueno/Asakusa area: 20 min. by train
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Campus Map
[Entrance]
Registration
Poster Display
[ConferenceHall]
Keynote Panel
Poster Session
Special Panel

[Hall (8F) and G-Lab (6F)]
Standard Session
[Seminar Room (5F)]
Poster Display

1. First School Building

10. North Building

2. South Building

11. Under repair : The Old Library

3. Graduate School Building

12. Keio Corporate Administration (Jukukan-kyoku)

4. South School Building

13. East Research Building

5. West School Building

14. Keio University Library

6. University Co-op

15. Public Speaking Hall (Mita Enzetsu-kan)

7. West Building

16. Information Plaza

8. Keio Trade Union

17. Security Office

9. Faculty Research Building

18. South Annex
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